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OMNICELL/SURGICHEM MERGER INQUIRY 

Summary of hearing with Dispex Limited on 23 April 2014 

The organisation 

1. Dispex Limited (Dispex) was a buying group that supplied dispensing doctors’ 

surgeries with a range of pharmaceutical products including adherence 

packaging. It was owned by Lexon (UK) Limited, a wholesaler that provided a 

range of distribution services to the pharmaceuticals industry.  

2. Dispex members received a discount when purchasing adherence packaging 

and had access to other services such as invoicing, training and advice on 

drug tariffs and health and safety issues. It charged £16.50 a month 

membership fee and had approximately [] members. 

Dispex’s relationship with SurgiChem 

3. Dispex supplied SurgiChem’s multi-dose adherence packaging products to 

approximately 700 dispensing doctors’ surgeries. Dispex Clear was one of the 

products it supplied. This was produced by SurgiChem specifically for Dispex. 

Dispex had sole distribution rights for this product. It did not supply adherence 

packaging from any other supplier. 

4. The cost of buying adherence packaging from SurgiChem had not changed 

over the length of the contract. The advantage of using Dispex was that it 

allowed SurgiChem to deal with one customer rather than the hundreds of 

surgeries Dispex acted on behalf of. Dispex received a price discount from 

SurgiChem because of this. 

5. Dispex offered further discounts to its members if adherence packaging was 

bought in bulk. If members purchased directly from SurgiChem, they would 

pay a higher price than if they ordered from Dispex. 

The adherence packaging market 

6. PSUK, Forte Pharma, the St Thomas Court Group and the Dispensing 

Doctors Association offered similar services to Dispex and targeted dis-

pensing doctors. Surgeries could be members of more than one buying group. 
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7. Dispex noted that other adherence packaging products were available 

including a product that required heat sealing. Such a product would not be 

practical for a doctor’s surgery due to the size of the associated equipment 

required.  

8. It was happy with the products it received from SurgiChem and had not 

looked for an alternative supplier. The preferences of the patient would be the 

primary consideration when choosing a new supplier, with price and product 

quality being other important concerns. 

9. If SurgiChem were to increase prices charged to Dispex by 5%, it would pass 

the price rise on to its customers initially. It would then consider an alternative 

supplier if its customers considered the increase too high.  

10. Dispex felt that it had buyer power and could negotiate with SurgiChem if a 

price rise was proposed. It could work with alternative suppliers if SurgiChem 

became too expensive. It would consider switching to a new entrant to the 

market if the quality of the product and its price were agreeable. 

Impact of the merger 

11. Dispex did not think that the merger would have a negative impact on its 

business, providing it could still source the same products it did currently from 

SurgiChem. 


